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 DaiLy haLaCha 
oNioNs, garLiC, aND eggs
what happens when you cook the cholent with 
yesterday’s onions?
By: rabbi tzvi frank

My niece, a newlywed kallah, eager to be extra organized for the shabbos 
day meal, chopped onions the day before and kept them refrigerated in a 
plastic bag. Much to her dismay, on shabbos morning she was informed by 
her chasan that according to halacha she needs to throw out the onions and 
start over. Having never heard of this minhag before she asked me if I agree.

sholom Bayis issues aside, let’s examine this halacha from the source and see if there are any leniencies that 
could save their egg salad, if not their fledgling marriage.

rabbi shimon Bar Yochai (Nidda 17a) states that whoever eats a peeled, onion, garlic or egg that was left 
overnight is endangering his life and will be held liable for the damage he visited upon himself. the reason for 
this is a malevolent Ruach Ra’ah that descends on the above peeled foods left overnight. the Gemara adds that 
covering or wrapping the item will not help prevent this spiritual contamination. thus placing it in a bag in the 
refrigerator won’t help. 

According to this gemara, one should never cut half an onion and leave the other peeled half for tomorrow. 
similarly, one shouldn’t peel any eggs that he doesn’t plan on consuming that same day. Indeed, rav s. Z. 
Auerbach ztz”l explained the minhag of eating eggs and onions on shabbos morning stems from this very 
halacha. As you cannot prepare either of them erev shabbos due to Ruach Ra’ah concerns it clearly was prepared 
fresh l’kovod this shabbos meal!

However this brings up many questions.

How do some people make their eggs and onions -”eyer mit tzvibel” before shabbos? Aren’t the peeled eggs and 
onions left overnight?

How do we use onion powder, egg BeaterstM, or peeled garlic cloves sold in the grocery store?

the following are some of the leniencies and guidelines discussed in the Poskim.

ruaCh ra’ah No LoNger PreVaLeNt

the absolute omission of this gemara from the classic early Poskim is puzzling. You won’t find this gemara 
cited by the Rif, rambam, Rosh, Tur, shulchan Aruch or Rema. several Poskim propose that the early Rishonim 
apparently determined that this Ruach Ra’ah is no longer prevalent and therefore omitted it completely. Indeed, 
the Hagahos Mordechai cites a Maharam M’rutenburg who opined “perhaps this Ruach Ra’ah is no longer 
extant”. Additionally, there is a well-known Maharshal who writes that all Ruach Ra’ah based proscriptions are 
no longer relevant. there are some poskim who rely on the above at least b’dieved, while others rely on it even 
l’chatchila.

However there are indeed several Rishonim who cite the above gemara, among them the Sma”k, the Trumas 
Hadeshen and Tosafos. Additionally, later acharonim (Pri Chadash, Shulchan Aruch Harav and Aruch 
Hashulchan) also bring this down as a potential sakana. therefore the consensus of the poskim is notwithstanding 
the shulchan Aruch’s blatant omission of the gemara, it cannot be entirely discounted due to the later acharonim 
who did indeed see fit to include it into normative halacha.

LeaViNg the PeeL or root
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A leniency cited by the gemara is that the food has to be completely peeled in order to be considered a “”peeled egg 
or onion. If even a tiny portion of the peel or root hairs remain it is not considered a peeled onion and is permitted.

there is a question whether the peel can be added afterward, meaning after you peel the onion, can you place a 
piece of the peel back on to prevent the Ruach Ra’ah? the consensus of the poskim is that it will not work and a 
piece of the onion has to remain unpeeled in order to have the desired effect.

A peeled garlic clove was shown to rav ovadia zatzal and he ruled that if the brown tip or stub is still intact it is 
considered part of the root and thus is permitted.

mixeD with other iNgreDieNts
the Sma”k writes that if other food is mixed into the egg/onion/garlic then it is permitted. Apparently, then it is no 
longer called a “peeled egg” but rather an egg salad etc. Additionally, others bring a minhag that salting the food is 
also sufficient to change it from a simple “peeled egg” status.

this is why preparing egg salad on erev shabbos is not a concern - there are other ingredients mixed in. rabbi 
Yisrael Yaakov fisher maintains that even if the other ingredient is onions it b’dieved also saves both the eggs and 
onions from Ruach ra’ah. others hold that an additional ingredient such as oil or mayonnaise is necessary. this 
may also be the reason onion powder is permitted. there are other ingredients added as preservatives which will 
prevent the Ruach Ra’ah.

CookeD or raw?
there is a dispute in the later acharonim whether this gemara is referring to cooked eggs or raw eggs. the Bais 
Shlomo maintains that only raw eggs are included in this prohibition and his proof is from minhag yisrael that we 
egg our challos and prepare cooked onions on friday for the shabbos day meal. others feel just the opposite. the 
gemara is only speaking about cooked eggs otherwise it wouldn’t be called a peeled egg rather it would be referred 
to as a cracked egg. Additionally the usage of the verb “eats” a peeled egg denotes a cooked egg. otherwise the 
verb “swallow” or “gulp” (gome’a) would be used.

It is interesting the way contemporary poskim deal with the above dispute. some poskim, in light of the first cited 
leniency, that this may no longer be relevant, feel that we cannot be machmir on either cooked or raw eggs.  Both 
have a reason for leniency and thus there is enough to rely on and you don’t have to throw it away. rabbi Belsky 
shlit”a feels that we should be machmir on both raw and cooked eggs as there isn’t enough proof one way or the 
other.

CommerCiaLLy ProDuCeD eggs iN Large quaNtities
rav Moshe zatz”l has a heter as follows. regarding all supernatural sakana mentioned in the gemara, it is sufficient 
to follow their words exactly as stated. Any deviation from the original scenario is grounds for leniency, as we 
can’t understand the exact nature of the sakana. therefore he maintains that the gemara is talking about the typical 
scenario where a housewife is preparing an egg for today or tomorrow’s meal. But a large commercial setting 
where they prepare a huge quantity of eggs with the intention of leaving it for an extended period of time is not 
considered a similar setting and therefore there is no need to be machmir.

Based on this heter, many kashrus organizations allow bakeries to use commercially prepared eggs which are 
purchased in large quantities. this would also be a heter for garlic powder and onion powder and also may be 
the heter for commercially produced onions and garlic. the klausenberger rebbe and rav Menashe klein both 
disagree with this chiddush.

ChoPPeD or sLiCeD
rabbi Binyamin silver posits that if the eggs or onions are chopped or sliced then it is no longer subject to Ruach 
Ra’ah. this is also the position of rabbi Moshe zatz”l. presumably because it’s not the exact same scenario as the 
gemara which is talking about whole eggs or onions. the debretziner rav, although entertaining this chiddush in 
Be’er Moshe ultimately disagrees.

Based on this heter, many questions are addressed. onion powder, egg salad etc are all chopped up and not in their 
original form and is thus permitted.

In conclusion, although there are makilim, the consensus of the Poskim is at least l’chatchila to be careful with this 
halacha. However there are many ways to prevent Ruach Ra’ah - adding ingredients, salting them, leaving part 
of the peel on and possibly chopping or cutting. In the event that the food was left overnight (b’dieved) there are 
many authorities that are lenient but if your family has the minhag to be stringent then you certainly should follow 
your minhag l’hachmir.
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